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To my wife Joanne and my sister June,
whom after Yahweh,
have been guiding my thinking.

The light of our world was extinguished
When the White nomads infiltrated Egypt.
Since then, despite the utter nonsensical dribbling
The White-man has been espousing
About bringing light to the world
Lying, in stereotypes all so bold
We have been blinded with nothing but darkness.
A darkness which descended with the theft of Ourstory
Our world will be ravaged, until the Afruikan returns to her or his glory.
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Ancient Tools

It is embarrassingly asinine how some people will keep insisting that these tools, those
below, and similar, had been used in Ancient Egypt to produce whatever had been
needed or desired. And similar tools had been used for the construction of the pyramids.
Surely when they speak this way, you'd expect them to know how the pyramids had
been constructed. But they will tell you "no". They can't say how it had been built. But
they can say what had been used to build it.Simply amazing! Please keep in mind they
have been insisting on a 4000 B.C. (linking to bible) narrative as you review the
following productions of monuments, paintings, jewelry.

Afruika's Children

I have written this book as the first of
my humble contributions, in my
commitment of supporting our children
in learning, understanding, and
appreciating Ourstory.

It has been surprising me, the number
of Afruikans in the Motherland having
no idea of Ourstory. I have seen adults
who have no idea where Timbuktu is
located. They first heard about
Timbuktu when the interviewer asked
them. Ditto for Egypt. This has to
change.

Welcome to - Ourstory for Our
Children, Egypt - as the first in my new
series. Written for our children. Serving
everyone. Enjoy!
The wordy parts of this book are written mainly for the adults and young adults to
digest and share with the younger members of our family, beginning from the womb.
When we adopt this approach, we stand an excellent chance of breaking our children's
taboo with the tomb.

Ourstory is greater than the aggregate of each country's story.

Afruika - 11.73 million square miles
- 1.2 billion people, plus the world's largest Diaspora

Indigenous People of Afruika

First People of the World

More Indigenous People of Afruika

First People of the World

Important Bits

It will be remiss of me if I did not mention some of the crucially important facts about
Afruika, and Afruikans, not commonly known:

The Egyptians had been documenting their history at least before 52,000 B.C.
according to Herodotus who had spent a significant amount of time with them.
For that was the only way they could have been keeping track of the precessions
of the equinoxes. That has been covered in my last book - When Truth Offendsreloaded. Do not be fooled with the 4000 B.C. nonsense of a narrative they are
pushing.

We do not have the luxury of dealing with each other from the position of favors.
We are obligated to each other. The sooner we realize it, the better. I say this,
with no apology.

The oldest fossil – an Afruikan found in Kenya 17,000,000 years old
The next oldest fossil – an Afruikan found in the Congo 14,000,000 years old
On and on.

There is available material (tracing shells, shell-necklaces, etc, around the
continents) indicating that language has been with us since 1,000,000 BC, or
more. Without a trace of doubt, we are speaking Afruikan here.
The oldest known civilization – the Hausa, and Twa, 400,000 years each
Estimated birth of rest of humankind in Afruika – some 200,000 years ago
The most recent discovery of old ruins – 200,000 years, in South Afruika
Migration out of Afruika – 40,000 years ago

Discovery of an ancient White-man’s fossil – still searching

Melanin, the essence of life, means Black
Kemet means ‘Black land’, called Egypt in modern times
Kemet created Kemistry (chemistry), the study of Black

Our Afruikan Creator did not make all of humankind the same. To reiterate, Afruikans
have:
A deliberately higher melanin content
A similarly higher DNA count
The thickest blood
Consequent access to higher senses non-Afruikans can 'access' in the movies only

Melanin is the basis of function in the Egyptian Mystery System, for the eighteen
(18) years of training in the said system
As mentioned in my book "When Truth Offends-reloaded", the Greeks betrayed
the code of secrecy of the Egyptian Mystery System. Thus begineth the downfall
of Egypt
Consequently, Egypt became very skeptical about non-indigenous-Afruikan
Initiates into The Mysteries. It remains that way
Further, the White men who were, and are allowed entrance, can only progress to
an insignificant rung up the ladder
The key melanin content required to progress beyond insignificance, is unique to
Afruikans. It's important to know that
Manetho had been a 'teacher' in the Egyptian Mystery System
Aset (Mary) was Manetho's student

From His birth, Aset (Mary) was allowed to educate her son Yahshua with the
teachings of the Egyptian Mystery System
Hence the reason He was instructing the practitioners in the temple, at age 10
Yahshua went into the Egyptian Mysteries at the age 12, re-emerging at 30
That was hidden in the bible, to avoid revealing Yahshua's identity and roots
Hiding Yahshua's identity and roots facilitated the introduction of the White-lie
Jesus Christ as the son of god
A similar reason why there is no name to the White god Afruikans have been
conned into serving as their god, or to the Pharaohs mentioned in the bible
Like Moses and many other Afruikans in the bible who entered, Yahshua
graduated from the Egyptian Mystery System at a degree no White-man had
ever been allowed to accomplish, to this day
Thoth, the god of wisdom, created the Egyptian Mystery System
Thoth, left the clearest of instructions how to access the Mysteries
To do that however, requires a certain level in melanin content

If we are to define and measure the parameters for the determination of superior or
greater, as the White Supremacists (WhiteS) like to define himself, what will they be?
Since I am not aware of any other, may I suggest the following:
Melanin – Afruikans have manifold times the amount of melanin than Whites
Melanin is electrical in its nature. Hence the human body is electrical in nature
DNA – prof Rebecca Khan discovered that White people had a maximum DNA
count of six (6). The lowest she got for any Afruikan was twenty (20). When she
got to the Dogon people, they had a count of fifty (50). There is the distinct
probability she will have gotten a higher count, if she had proceeded deeper into

Afruika
Skin – Afruikans have the blackest skin, affording them the most effective
assimilation of vitamin D in humans. Afruikans living away from the Equator
who spend most of their time indoors, suffer from low production of vitamin D in
the body. This leads to all kinds of cancers, and other major diseases. Afruikans,
go into the sun. Live outdoors as best as you can, for a healthier lifestyle. This
damn nonsense about you rushing to the fountain to evade the sun, or rubbing a
cold can of soda on your body to avoid the heat, what the hell wrong with you?
Creations, inventions, and innovations by the Afruikans will manifold times
cover anything that the rest of the world can offer, especially anything that has
not been influenced by Egypt, if at all existent
There is no history or culture outside of Afruika, with non-Afruikan origins
The Afruikan child lives in a legacy of creations, innovations, etc. How about the
White child? Or any other, as a matter of fact
The more the White-man has regressive genes, and the more time progresses, the
less his chances of existence
The more the WhiteS experiments with melanin, the less his chances of existence.
For where else will he get melanin?

An ethnic group cannot be deemed superior because some idiot from the said
group makes that proclamation, especially on the basis of racism
Some WhiteS idiot making that claim only demonstrates his recognition of his
inferior essence (almost - no melanin, no DNA, etc, the basis of life). His reverse
psychology worked on the people who trusted that the WhiteS clown knew about
that which he spoke. Now the world is learning the truth, which has been

suppressed by the WhiteS
There is no physical attribute any other ethnic group possesses, that can be
proven superior to the Afruikan's. Simple logic of melanin and DNA possessions
and attributes, as previously explained
Of course some clown will want to make the argument of the current state of the
Afruikan. If he happens to be a WhiteS, I hope he remembers his wanton
destruction through his barbarism and savagery in bringing the Afruikan to his
present state. How he de-evoled the thinking of the Afruikan, especially the
enslaved through barbarism and savagery. Just as how the DNA corrects itself
from the damage the evolution-deficient minds seek through their Eugenics
programme, so too will the melanin/DNA correct whatever needs to be corrected
If he takes the thought of Yahweh out of his mind, insisting that he is mentally
superior, I will take him back to the point before the barbarian and savage White
nomads infiltrated Egypt. To what he had met in Egypt, before he stole what was
not 'nailed down' or permanently affixed to something. Needless I talk about
what was painted, he stole that as well
Egypt possesses technology thousands of years old that the Whites to date remain
unable to understand, far worse for the coded bits that kerfuffles his mind
Why on Yahweh's Earth does the WhiteS keep 'digging-up' Egypt for what he
did not put there?

My message - Afruikan, make learning the ritual you have always known, but seem
unable to recall.
Learn your element. No Afruikan can live without her or his element. Focus your
mind. Instead of inadvertently 'coming across' your element. Know it. Use it.

Learn why there is more between you and the universe, and use it
Learn why and how the sea and the plant individually and in combination
function as the gatekeeper of the energy in and around the Earth
Gentle reminder. Know the power of your melanin, and DNA
Know that your DNA possesses everything that has happened from time
immemorial
Not just for you, but for your sisters and brothers
Although I have mentioned it in my poems, it won't hurt to review it once more
Contrary to popular belief, your whole brain is used at all times
Part of it behaves as the Internet, connecting everyone, especially Afruikans, for
obvious reasons
Partake of the foods designed for the Afruikan being (mind, body, soul) only
Learn to be part of the awakening, at your comfort-level
Learn to stand and be counted. Yahshua and your ancestors already paid that
price for you. Don't disappoint them
Learn that (wo)man does not have the power to stop (wo)man. You may be
slowed. But you cannot be stopped, even in 'death'
Be at all times aware of the shark behind you
Oh mighty Afruikan, awake from your slumber

Having made mention of the foregoing, all of the creations, inventions, innovation, etc
mentioned in the text following, have been inextricably linked to melanin content. Since
the intricacies of melanin is beyond the scope of this book, a better appreciation can be
had from my book - When Truth Offends - reloaded - of my 'Poetry Without Borders'
series. As the Egyptians have educated us:

Melanin means black. Melanin is black in almost all of its forms.
"The Egyptians had only one term to designate themselves: kmt=the negroes
(literally)." Prof Diop
Kemet (changed by the Greeks) means ‘black land’, called Egypt in modern
times
Kemistry translated into chemistry, the study of Egypt, the study of Black.
Afruikans have access to 360 senses.

Ancient Egypt

Egypt - 390,100 square miles
82.06 million people (2013), mainly Arabs
Copts 5-18 million, depends on who is speaking

Indigenous people of Egypt (Copts - Black Afruikans)

The indigenous people of Egypt are Afruikans,
Black people who migrated from the countries south of Egypt, into Egypt.
They taught the world everything,
Some below, even the art of speaking.
Egyptians invented religion, Yahweh,
Monotheism, and poetry,
Agriculture, mining, paper and ink,
The sciences, and even surgery,
Commerce, finance, education,
Age old mathematics, and engineering,
Writing system, books,
Schools of government, manufacturing,
Libraries, art, music, sculpture,
Calendar, transportation, physiology,
Architecture, painting, alchemy, anatomy,
Medicine, astronomy, and philosophy,
The Egyptian Mysteries, most importantly.

Look out for the racists, he creates his basis
Quenching his racist thirst.
Relegating Egypt to - "Egypt was one of the first",
Although he knows, Egypt was the first.
Study his 'face'. Learn his reason why.
See through his alibi. Expose his lie.

Non-Indigenous people of Egypt (Arab Residents of Egypt)

Non-Indigenous people of Egypt (Arab Residents of Egypt) - contd

Some photos I found for school-children. I found others (mainly girls). They were
neither in uniform nor classroom. At the end of the exercise I did not find Black
Afruikans in schools. I am not saying there is none. I did not find them.

In my book - When Truth Offends - Reloaded - mycvp.com, I have been explicitly
explaining why the Arabs are not Egyptians, and never will be Egyptians. The gist - if
a tabby-cat gives birth to her litter in an oven, no one calls the kittens bread. Yet, when
Arabs are born in Egypt they are called Egyptians. If your tabby gives birth to her
litter of kittens in a stable, would you call the kittens ponies? Yet when Arabs are born
in Egypt, you insist they are Egyptians.
The Arabs are Egyptian residents. They are not Egyptians.
The indigenous Egyptians are Afruikans called Copts.
Until such time that the apologists can get kittens to behave like horses because they
were born in a stable, I am sorry, Arabs are not Egyptians because they were born in
Egypt.

Clearly, these people are experiencing numerous challenges in their ability to
differentiate between ethnicity and nationality. Needless they attempt to whitewash me
with their measurements. Simply get the kittens to neigh and gallop with jockeys
astride, and I'm quite happy with that.
If it cannot be seen after all the above, maybe how the Egyptians see themselves will
help - "Today, Egyptian (Christian) Copts and many Egyptian Muslims reject Arab
nationalism, emphasizing indigenous Egyptian heritage and culture as well as their
own unique ethnicity and genetic makeup, which are completely different from those
of the Arabs ...... After the Muslim conquest of Egypt, the term Copt became restricted
to those Egyptians who remained adhering to the Christian religion ..... In their own
Coptic language, which represents the final stage of the Egyptian language, the Copts
referred to themselves as rem en kēme (Sahidic) ⲣⲙⲛⲕⲏⲙⲉ, lem en kēmi (Fayyumic),
rem en khēmi (Bohairic) ⲣⲉⲙ̀ⲛⲭⲏⲙⲓ, which literally means "people of Egypt" or

"Egyptians"; cf. Egyptian rmṯ n kmt, Demotic rmt n kmỉ .... There was no place for
an Arab component in the Egyptian personality at that time, and Egyptians had no
Arab orientation as they saw themselves as Egyptians first and foremost, regardless of
religion.[8] Foreigners visiting Egypt noted that Egyptians did not possess any Arab
sentiment in the first half of the 20th century. As one Arab nationalist of the time put it
"Egyptians did not accept that Egypt was a part of the Arab lands, and would not
acknowledge that the Egyptian people were part of the Arab nation. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coptic_identity
This is similar to the thinking of WhiteS who in this day and age are still believing
Ancient Egyptians were White. And that's the poison they spread to the innocent
minds, despite established evidence, known lies.

Mysteries of (Ancient) Egypt

The Great Pyramids

The Great Sphinx

The Dendera Lamp, invented thousands of years before Thomas Edison

The Dendera Healing Center, using sound waves White folks never understood

The Pharaohs, whom the White Supremacist and Arab attempted to claim as their own

Do not fool yourself into thinking they have stopped.
Our focus must always be family. The same focus and presence they attempted to
destroy during enslavement. You thought the separation was for 'breeding' stronger
Afruikan 'slaves' didn't you? Our men need to change that behavior. Family before
anything. A stud usually comes with four legs.

Into the Egyptian Mysteries

Medical Instruments Ancient Egyptians had been using

thousands of years before they taught the Greeks and other good-fellows

How did the Egyptians drill the holes? From whence came the uniform gold wire?

Dental Braces - According to scholars and historians, braces date back to ancient
times. Around 400-300 BCE, Hippocrates and Aristotle contemplated ways to
straighten teeth and fix various dental conditions. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dental_braces
Hippocrates and Aristotle were trained in Egypt. The type of facts the WhiteS has
been suppressing.

Chances are, if you identify the individual instruments and pieces of equipment as
shown below, and search for their inventors, you will be given the name of some White
fellow for the invention.

'Written' in Stone

Ancient Machines (brown stone), invented by Egyptians thousands of years ago,

Yet attributed to the lie of some White-man's invention

The lies seem perpetual!

The same was done with Afruikans' inventions during enslavement.

For Instance

The Helicopter - The earliest references for vertical flight came from China. Since
around 400 BC,[8] Chinese children have played with bamboo flying toys (or Chinese
top) - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helicopter
On September 14, 1939, the VS-300, the world’s first practical helicopter, took flight at
Stratford, Connecticut. Designed by Igor Sikorsky and built by the Vought-Sikorsky
Aircraft Division of the United Aircraft Corporation https://connecticuthistory.org/worlds-first-helicopter-today-in-history/
The Submarine - Cornelis Jacobszoon Drebbel was the Dutch builder of the first
navigable submarine in 1620. Drebbel was an innovator who contributed to the
development of measurement and control systems, optics and chemistry. https://www.google.com/search?
client=ubuntu&channel=fs&q=who+invented+the+helicopter&ie=utf-8&oe=utf8#channel=fs&q=who+invented+the+submarine
Holland (John Philip Holland, Jr) continued to improve his designs and worked on
several experimental boats, prior to his successful efforts with a privately built type,
launched on 17 May 1897. This was the first submarine having power to run
submerged for any considerable distance, and the first to combine electric motors for
submerged travel and gasoline engines for use on the surface https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Philip_Holland
The Battle Tank - The British developed the tank in response to the trench warfare of
World War I. In 1914, a British army colonel named Ernest Swinton and William
Hankey, secretary of the Committee for Imperial Defence, championed the idea of an

armored vehicle with conveyor-belt-like tracks over its wheels that could break through
enemy lines and traverse difficult territory. - http://www.history.com/this-day-inhistory/first-tank-produced

Stolen Concepts

This, is The Holy Family.

The only Holy Family there has ever been - Black Afruikans.
The WhiteS changed this to a White father, son, and holy ghost. Keep reading.

This is a gold image of the Holy Family.
Heru is on the left. Ausar is in the
middle. Aset is on the right. Note Heru's name was changed by the White
Supremacist (WhiteS) to Horus (still a
Black Afruikan), then everything
changed to Jesus (a White chap).
Similarly, Ausar's name was changed to
Osiris (still a Black Afruikan), then
everything changed to 'what?'. And
Aset's name was changed to Isis (still a
Black Afruikan), then everything changed to Mary (a White woman).

But, they were only just getting started
with their project to steal things
Afruikan. Aset was completely removed
from the 'picture' (as shown on the left),
and replaced with the character shown
in her place. Nobody. That 'nobody' is
called the 'Holy Ghost/Spirit'. That will
be discussed in another book.
Now you know from whence came the
father, son, and holy ghost - a White lie.

The so-called Birth of Jesus Christ

This is how the biblical story of the
Immaculate Conception got started. The
stone carving (left) shows Aset (Isis) as a
hawk (in red circle) hovering Ausar
(Osiris) in order to be impregnated. Ausar
(Osiris) was slaughtered by his brother
Seth. Torn into fourteen (14) pieces, and his
body scattered over the land. When Aset (Isis) heard of it, she gathered the pieces and
reconstructed Ausar's body. Since Ausar's penis was never found, impregnation took a
different fruitful approach. Research it.

This is the goddess Nut in her sanctuary.
Nut ingests the sun every evening
(Egyptian's day had begun at 6:00 pm).
And gives birth to the sun every morning.
Nut's sanctuary is called - the Manger. I
learnt this from one of Dr. Ray Hagins'
documentaries. Thanks Dr. Ray!

This is the time when the noted three stars
("Three Kings") of Orion's Belt begin
'seeking' alignment with each other and
Sirius (Three Kings following the Bright
star to get where 'god's son' is born) to
form the cross of stars.

The cross of stars is formed around the
time when the sun is at its lowest point in
the sky (dead for three days - Dec 22, 23,
24). The sun rises on December 25th, the
birth of the new sun.

Let's Summarize
The first photo - origin of the Immaculate conception
The second photo - origin of the birth of Jesus in a Manger?
The third photo - origin of the Three Kings following the Bright Star
The Fourth photo - origin of the date of birth for Jesus, Dec 25th

The foregoing led to these twisted amalgam of lies - a non-existent Jesus in a manger.

And these as well

From the last couple of pages, it should be easier to see the amalgam of lies we have been
swallowing.

This is the Celtic cross many
White folks have claimed as their
own. Hence the name I suppose.
This cross is thousands of years
old. It was discovered in the Great
Pyramid. One White-man,
through many experiments,
discovered how the cross
functions. Or at least one of the
functions of the cross.
Consequently, he promptly
applied for a patent on the
instrument. To his utter disbelief/surprise, he was amazed when he was awarded the
patent for an instrument an Egyptian had invented, thousands of years before he was
born. In the documentaries I have been viewing, he forever speaks of the patent.
The Celtic cross is closely associated with many old Europe/England rituals and
practices. I am of the distinct impression if the average European or White-man is asked
about the roots of the Celtic cross, he will indicate the White 'origin', with confidence.

This found me.

Now you know those who lie. Let's go to the river Nile!

The River Nile

The Nile is the world's second longest river, at length 6,853 km (4,258 mi).

Measuring the Levels at the Nile's Source on Elephantine Island

The Nile is one of two rivers flowing from South to North, the Amazon being the other.
The encircled nilometer (nile-o-meter) was used by the ancients to measure the height of
the Nile.
This in turn allowed the management of policy-outcomes as pertained to river-flows.

Token representation of more of Egypt's Mysteries

Token representation of a bit more of Egypt's Mysteries

Egypt's Greatness

Pyramids of Khafre and Menkaure

Step Pyramids of Djoser

Art with paints thousands of years old, the White-man can't understand 'how'

Stone-art thousands of years old, the White-man is yet to figure

Martial Arts thousands of years before anyone else learned it from the Egyptians

Some Ancient (thousands of years old) Egyptian Musical Instruments

Ancient Egyptian Musical Instruments - contd

Look closely at the portrait of the harpist and the 'queen' with the instrument standing
next to her (top left previous page). This was taken from the wall of a monument.
The 'queen' standing is playing a musical instrument which very much looks like the
lute. But, the lute is credited to things European. The lute is the descendent of the
Arabic Oud. The Oud is the descendent of the Persian Barbat.
The barbat is one of the oldest instruments in the world, and probably originated in
Central Asia.[1] The earliest image of the barbat dates back to the 1st century BC from
ancient northern Bactria,[1] while a more "clear cut" depiction of the barbat from
Gandhara sculpture dates to the 2nd-4th centuries AD https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbat_(lute)
In search of the origins of the lute, I kept running into circles of the Persian barbat,
Arabic oud, and Iranian oud. I eventually ran out of circles and patience. Apart from
discovering some meaningful and appropriate text, I simply cannot reconcile the
difference between the standing player in my photo with the harpist, which is
approximately thousands of years old, and anything time span directly relating the
Egyptian lute to the barbat, oud, and European lute.
Since the shape, style, etc, has been maintained, it is safe to conclude that the various
versions of the lute have been descended from the thousands of years old Egyptian lute.
With respect to Egyptian art, there are pieces of art persistently confounding the Whiteman. He is totally kerfuffled trying to understand how the Ancient Egyptians had been
able to produce paintings with multidimensional displays, beyond the normal.

Token representation of the Gods

Left to right, top to bottom - Osiris; Osiris, Anubis; Hathor; Anubis, Hathor, Osiris

Continued

Anubis

God of the embalming. God of the underworld

Token representation of the Pharaohs

Kings and Queens

More Kings and Queens

Queens

Jewelry - all metal gold

Hairstyles

Apparel in Ancient Times

Apparel in Now Times

Sandals made from papyrus in Ancient Egypt

What technology did the Egyptians use to cut the
granite block (left) with the accuracy and precision
shown? How about:
Pyramids - how did they get the stone blocks (2 to
20 tons) to the location. The accuracy and
precision
Sphinx
Dendera lightbulb, healing center
The building of huge monuments with perfect
symmetry and reflection
The medical tools
Tools Imotep used that are used today
The submarine, helicopter, plane, battle-tank, etc
The nilometer
Guardian of the Upper Terrace - guarding what
The musical instruments
The jewelry - perfect shape
The 1200 tons obelisk? How did they cut the
underside

The Cosmos reflects in Afruikans like no other, or vice versa. We have to stop believing
in the WhiteS lies. They have been lying not simply because they can. But in every
instance lie because of control and greed. As for the lying Arabs, only Yahweh can
answer that.
Egypt has melanin-locked technology the White-man will never understand.
Arabs, and WhiteS - these damn blasted liars.

Aliens in Egypt

Egypt Today

Egypt's Modern Nightlife

More of Egypt's Modern Nightlife

Highlights of Egypt Today

Ramses Crushing Enemies

Highlights of Egypt - contd

Highlights of Egypt - contd

In Conclusion
I've been thinking long and hard how to end, or close this book. But it is quite
challenging. Here's why:
I am not seeing Afruikan books written with Ourstory, for our children
While at the same generally educating everyone
I am not saying they are not there. I am not seeing them

The story of Egypt is the story of a lifetime
There are untold parts of the story yet to be made known
The more I learn and share, the more is given to me
Even after completing the rest of the books in this series, there will be a return to
Egypt

All I ask - please share this book with as many people as you can.
Visit my site mycvp.com
Partake of my books, all free.
My aim and journey is to share the truth

If Afruikan people do not write Ourstory for our children, who will?
If Afruikan people do not write Ourstory now, when will we?

It's that simple.

I fear the day that I will regret,
When our children reflect, and won't forget
We stood afraid doing nothing.
When their minds were bleeding
And their hearts were grieving,
We were trapped in lying
To ourselves, following a god we have never known
Lapping-up the crumbs the White-man's 'sown',
As they fell to the floor.

We refuse to grow the mettle,
To break the vicious cycle,
And return our children to our core.

But not me, I must stand.
Our children depend on it.
All it takes is to lend a hand.
Stand, Be counted. Let our children benefit.

I thank you kindly for your valuable time spent in reading this book.
Yahweh's Blessings!

George Mac D. Lynch

About The Author
My first eight (8) books say so much about
me, that I consider any attempt to write
more, wasteful.
I have gotten to the point where I revere the
rest of my life as an obligation to educate my Afruikan people, as best as I can,
especially our children. Our children love to do what they have been seeing us do as they
grow and develop. When the homes are broken, what do you think happens? When we
don't have Ourstory to tell, what happens?.
Realizing that we do not have the luxury of favors with each other, I have for the past
few years been encouraging our people to obligate ourselves to each other. That journey
continues.
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